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Abstract

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) play a central role in modern medical advance, and they require participants

who understand and accept the procedures involved. Published evidence suggests that RCT participants often fail to

understand that treatments are allocated at random and that clinicians are in equipoise about which treatment is best.

We examine background assumptions that members of the public might draw upon if invited to take part in a RCT.

Four studies (N ¼ 82; 67; 67; 128), in the UK, identified whether members of the public (i) accept that an individual
clinician might be genuinely unsure which of two treatments was better; (ii) judge that when there is uncertainty it is

acceptable to suggest deciding at random; (iii) recognise scientific benefits of random allocation to treatment conditions

in a trial. Around half the participants were loathe to accept that a clinician could be completely uncertain, and this was

no different whether the context was one of individual treatment or research. Most participants found it unacceptable

to suggest allocating treatment at random, though there was weak evidence that a research context may reduce the

unacceptability. Participants did not judge that more certain knowledge would be gained about which treatment was

best when treatments were allocated at random rather than by patient/doctor choice: scientific benefits of

randomisation were apparently not recognised. Judgements were no different in non-medical contexts. Results suggest

a large mismatch between the assumptions underlying the trial design, and the assumptions that lay participants can

bring to bear when they try to make sense of descriptive information about randomisation and equipoise. Previous

attempts to improve understanding by improving the clarity or salience of trial information, or of making explicit the

research context, while helpful, may need to be supplemented with accessible explanations for random allocation.

r 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are widely

considered to be the best method of advancing knowl-

edge about the effectiveness of medical treatments,

and their incidence has increased from 2116 trials

listed in 1960 to 348,740 in 2002 (Cochrane Controlled

Trials Register, 2002). These trials rely on millions of

patients’ consent to participate. Consent or refusal to

participate in such trials is adequately informed only

if patients grasp two key features in addition to the

details of what will happen to them in their particular

trial: that participants will be allocated randomly to

treatment arms, and that at the start of the trial

there are no convincing grounds for supposing that

any patient would be advantaged or disadvantaged if

allocated to one treatment arm rather than another.

This consensus state of uncertainty amongst clini-

cians has been labelled clinical equipoise (Freedman,

1987) or collective equipoise (Johnson, Lilford, &

Brazier, 1991).
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There is ample evidence in the published literature

that trial participants often show signs of misunder-

standing the basis of their treatment allocation, and of

wrongly assuming that one treatment is already known

to be better than the other or others. Many researchers

find a relatively high incidence of trial participants’

failure to report that their treatment was allocated at

random (e.g. Glogowska, Roulstone, Enderby, Peters, &

Campbell 2001; Hietanen, Aro, Holli, & Absetz, 2000;

van Stuijvenberg et al., 1998; review by Edwards et al.,

1998). Several studies report failures to acknowledge

equipoise (e.g. Ellis & Butow, 1998; Edwards et al.,

1998).

Importantly though, being able to report accurately

that treatments were allocated at random does not

necessarily indicate coherent understanding. Some

participants state that treatments were allocated at

random, but nevertheless reveal other inconsistent

beliefs by reporting that they were assigned treatment

according to their particular symptoms (Appelbaum,

Grisso, Frank, O’Donnell, & Kupfer, 1999; Appelbaum,

Roth, Lidz, Benson, & Winslade, 1987; Featherstone &

Donovan, 1998, 2002; Snowdon, Garcia, & Elbourne,

1997). Some participants construct their own incorrect

explanation for random allocation, such as that it

removes responsibility from individual doctors or

parents, or that it provides a way of rationing a scarce

or costly resource (Snowdon et al., 1997). Both these

kinds of misconception—that doctors assigned treat-

ment according to individuals’ symptoms, or that

random allocation is used for non-scientific reasons—

imply a lack of recognition of equipoise. The interviews

in Appelbaum and colleagues’ studies (1987, 1999) took

place immediately after trial information was given. By

contrast, interviews took place up to 2 years after

consent in the case of Snowdon et al. (1997). Feath-

erstone and Donovan (1998, 2002) interviewed some

participants after 6 months, after treatment was

complete. Although the anger and upset which some

of these participants revealed in their interviews do give

cause for serious concern, we cannot infer from these

particular studies that participants had an inadequate

grasp of random allocation and equipoise at the time

they consented to participate.

Failure to understand about random allocation and

equipoise could occur if trial information is just too

complex for the patient to comprehend, or if the patient

is not given sufficient time or opportunity to take it in.

More accessible written information, or follow-up

telephone conversations with a research nurse, might

help with problems of this kind (e.g. Davis, Holcombe,

Berkel, Pramanik & Divers, 1998; Edwards et al., 1998).

Written trial information will normally be supple-

mented with oral information, but it is the leaflet that is

scrutinised by research ethics committees to check that it

offers the necessary information for informed consent or

refusal to participate in the trial. In the UK, guide-

lines have recently been established for approval of

trial information leaflets by Multicentre Research

Ethics Committees. Leaflets are expected to make a

statement about equipoise, and a statement that treat-

ments will be allocated at random. The particular

wording suggested is ‘‘Sometimes because we do not

know which way of treating patients is best, we need to

make comparisons. People will be put into groups and

then compared. The groups are selected by a computer

that has no information about the individual, i.e. by

chance. Patients in each group then have a different

treatment and these are compared.’’ There follows

information about the chance of receiving each of the

treatments (Committees, Ethics Committees (COREC),

2001).

Appelbaum and colleagues (1987; 1999); Appelbaum

& Grisso, 2001) argue, however, that simply providing

clear factual information is not sufficient to ensure

patient understanding. They argue that patients hold a

very strong assumption that their doctor acts in their

best interests and offers what he or she considers is best

for them, and patients are inclined to maintain or fall

back on that assumption despite being given clear

information that this will not happen in a RCT.

According to this view, the solution is to ensure that

patients realise they are entering a research study which

does not follow the procedures of standard clinician-

patient consultations.

Appelbaum et al’s (1987; 1999) assumption that

patients tend to interpret novel trial experiences in

terms of their familiar framework of standard clinician-

patient interactions is entirely in line with the long-

standing view in cognitive and social psychology,

according to which people are not passive recipients of

information but rather are active interpreters who try to

make sense of new input by drawing on their back-

ground knowledge and beliefs (e.g. DiSessa, 1996;

Shank & Abelson, 1977). But Appelbaum and collea-

gues’ approach apparently rests on the assumption that

so long as patients abandon their inappropriate assump-

tions about treatment allocation in a trial setting, they

are in a strong position to grasp and hold on to the

information they are given about random allocation.

Disabusing patients of incorrect assumptions may not

however be sufficient to ensure they understand and

accept the true situation. Evidence from the qualitative

studies mentioned above (Featherstone & Donovan,

1998, 2002; Snowdon et al., 1997), suggests that at least

some patients actively try to make sense of why

randomisation is used. Their attempts may in some

cases produce incorrect justifications and this may lead

them to lose sight of the fact of initial equipoise. Some

patients may fail to come up with any plausible reason

for randomising, and may then lose sight of the fact of

randomisation.
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From the trialists’ perspective, there are two inter-

twined justifications for randomisation, one ethical and

the other scientific. The state of initial equipoise which

motivates setting up the trial also provides the ethical

justification for randomisation: it is acceptable to

allocate participants to treatment arms at random only

if relevant experts as a group have no convincing

grounds for believing that one treatment arm has overall

benefits compared with another. Note that the initial

state of collective equipoise does not mean that potential

trial recruits need themselves be in equipoise. A patient

might legitimately have a preference for one treatment

arm over another, based on his or her particular values

in combination with accurate understanding of the

current state of knowledge about the treatments under

comparison (Ashcroft, 1999; Lilford & Jackson, 1995).

Nor does the state of collective equipoise mean that

individual clinicians need themselves be in personal

equipoise; we come back to this point below.

The state of collective equipoise does not provide a

sufficient justification for offering random allocation to

treatment arms. The further necessary justification is the

scientific one, that by minimising selection bias, a

randomised trial is considered most likely to yield

results that genuinely increase our knowledge (Schulz,

Chalmers, Hayes, & Altman, 1995).

On the assumption that the UK recommended

wording for approval by Multicentre Research Ethics

Committees (given above) provides an example of

current best practice, explanations of the scientific or

ethical justifications for randomising in trial information

leaflets may be either missing or obscure. The guidelines’

recommended statement about equipoise is not explicitly

presented as a justification for randomising, though it

could be interpreted as a justification in the absence of

any other, and it could be that at least some people find

it an adequate justification. We examine this possibility

in Studies 1 and 4 reported below.

Trial information leaflets, which provide only bald

statements about randomisation and equipoise, may be

adequate to permit a patient who has the relevant

background knowledge to construct a true justification

for randomisation. They may not be adequate, though,

for many members of the lay public. The aim of the

studies reported below was to investigate the back-

ground knowledge and assumptions that members of the

public could bring to bear should they be invited to

participate in a trial. We use hypothetical scenarios

involving individual treatment and clinical and non-

clinical research to examine the extent to which lay

people consider randomisation to be justified given a

state of equipoise (Studies 1 and 4), and the extent to

which they consider random allocation to have scientific

benefits over other methods of allocation (Studies 2–4).

Since the ethical justification for randomisation relies on

acceptance of the possibility of equipoise, we examined

lay views about the possibility of equipoise in Studies 1

and 4.

Background knowledge may be accessed differently in

different contexts: medical vs. non-medical, and medical

treatment vs. research. We included additional compar-

isons to examine such context effects. The rationale for

these is given in the introduction to each study.

Methods common to Studies 1–4

Participants

Our 344 participants were adults attending a wide

variety of part-time further education and leisure

courses in 38 different classes at colleges in Staffordshire

and South Cheshire, UK. Table 1 gives their ages,

qualifications and occupations. No participant took part

in more than one of the studies. Minimum sample sizes

were determined a priori to allow us to detect medium

sized effects with a power of at least 0.8 in the analyses

using analysis of variance.

Procedure

With the permission of class teachers, one of the

researchers (CK) gave a brief talk about the research to

the participants in their classes, which varied in size from

around 2 to 22 people. The researcher then handed out a

single sheet to each participant with brief written

scenarios and accompanying questions. When there

were different between-subject conditions within one

study (so participants were to receive one of several

different sheets), we arranged the sheets in a fixed order

and used random number tables to determine which

condition should be first in the pile. This ensured that

different sheets were distributed in roughly equal

numbers to all classes who took part and that nobody

had the same sheet as their immediate neighbour.

Participants were asked to read the scenario and

complete the questions individually. The sheets were

handed out to everybody in the class with the instruction

that anybody who preferred not to participate should

hand in their sheet uncompleted at the end. Overall 95%

of people invited to take part did so.

After the sheets had been filled in, the researcher

asked for volunteers to talk through their answers

individually to check on whether the scenarios and

questions were interpreted as we intended and to gain an

impression of the thinking that surrounded participants’

written answers. The timing of classes and breaks

determined how many volunteers could be interviewed

from any one class, but we distributed the interviews

across classes as much as possible. Interviewees were

given a 5 pound voucher in recognition of the time

spent. When all the data had been gathered, the
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researcher returned to hold a debriefing session with

each class. The studies were conducted in the sequence

1,2,4,3.

Study 1

We assessed participants’ acceptance of the possibility

of an individual doctor being in a state of complete

uncertainty between two possible treatments, and their

views about the acceptability of such a doctor suggesting

deciding by chance which of two treatments to offer. It

may be rare for individual trialists to be in equipoise

when there is a state of collective equipoise that provides

ethical justification for the trial (Alderson, 1996;

Twomey, 1994). So far as we have been able to detect,

though, patient information sheets do not make a

distinction between individual and collective equipoise.

Statements such as ‘doctors do not know which

treatment is best’ can be interpreted as implying

individual as well as collective equipoise. We decided

therefore to find out whether participants accepted a

move from individual equipoise to an offer of random

allocation, instead of attempting to explain the more

complicated situation of collective equipoise without

individual equipoise. Note that in this first study we

asked about the acceptability of offering random

allocation given uncertainty: there was no scientific

rationale since there was no research context.

We invited participants to take the perspective of a

patient who had consulted their doctor about a common

and non life-threatening condition (severe back pain).

We deliberately made the difference between the two

possible treatments relatively trivial to minimise the

chances that participants would form a preference for

one treatment.

We were also interested in the extent to which

participants’ views were particular to a medical context.

We created a parallel scenario involving a lawyer who

could advise a client either to go to court or to settle out

of court and in particular circumstances might be in

equipoise about which was the better course of action.

In both the medical and the legal scenarios a lay person

consulted an expert professional about a matter of

personal importance, and could reasonably expect that

professional to act in their client’s best interests. When
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Table 1

Characteristics of participants in studies 1–4

Study 1

(n ¼ 82; 9
interviews)

Study 2

(n ¼ 67; 8
interviews)

Study 3

(n ¼ 67; 8
interviews)

Study 4

(n ¼ 128; 19
interviews)

Age (yrs) Range 21–61 21–81 20–80 19–82

Mean 30.73 39.42 44.15 47.34

SD 9.10 16.76 16.49 14.88

Gender Male 20 (24.4%) 15 (22.4%) 11 (16.4%) 30 (23.5%)

Female 62 (75.6%) 51 (76.1%) 48 (71.6%) 95 (74.2%)

Missing 0 (0%) 1 (1.5%) 8 (11.9%) 3 (2.3%)

Occupation Profess./

manag./skilled

non-manual

15 (18.3%) 8 (11.9%) 10 (14.9%) 44 (34.4%)

Manual/semi-

skilled/

unskilled

16 (19.5%) 11 (16.4%) 8 (12.0%) 30 23.4%)

Retired/

student/no

occupation

49 (59.8%) 47 (70.2%) 39 (58.2%) 48 (37.5%)

Missing 2 (2.4%) 1 (1.5%) 10 (14.9%) 6 (4.7%)

Highest

qualification

Degree 4 (4.9%) 7 (10.4%) 10 (14.9%) 39 (30.5%)

Adv GCE

(18 yrs)

19 (23.2%) 15(22.4%) 7 (10.4%) 14 (10.9%)

GCSE (16 yrs) 42 (51.2%) 34 (50.7%) 19 (28.4%) 37 (28.9%)

Other/none 11 (13.4%) 7 (10.5%) 19 (28.4%) 26 (20.3%)

Missing 6 (7.3%) 4 (6.0%) 12 (17.9%) 12 (9.4%)
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health and illness are involved though, people may be

particularly inclined to seek or assume certainty rather

than uncertainty. If so, the possibility of uncertainty,

and of allocating on the basis of chance, might be better

tolerated in the legal than in the medical context.

Method

Design. Participants received either a medical or a

legal scenario.

Participants. See Table 1.

Procedure. Participants read one of two scenarios that

provided either a medical or a legal context for

professional uncertainty. The medical scenario asked

participants to imagine they had consulted the doctor

for severe back pain, and the doctor had explained there

were two usual treatments, A and B. These were

described briefly: one involved lots of small painless

pulses within a treatment session and the other involved

fewer but larger painless pulses. The two treatments had

not been compared so the doctor did not know whether

one was better, and only one could be used on any one

patient. The legal scenario described a similar situation

of uncertainty: participants were asked to imagine they

had been injured in an accident and had consulted a

lawyer about making a claim for compensation. The

lawyer explained they could either settle out of court or

go to court. The lawyer was sure that it was best to go to

court if the offer was low, and better to settle if it was

high. But the lawyer was unsure which was best if the

offer was of a medium amount. After participants had

read either the medical or the legal scenario, they read

and gave yes or no answers to two questions:

‘Do you think the doctor/lawyer could ever be

completely unsure about which of two treatments is

best/what’s best, and truly not prefer one treatment/

course of action over the other?’

‘If the doctor/lawyer really was completely unsure,

and did not prefer one over the other, would it be

acceptable for the doctor/lawyer to suggest deciding at

random? This would mean, for example, selecting a

treatment /course of action by using a computer which

has no information about the individual, i.e. by chance.’

This final sentence was taken from the guidelines for

trial information leaflets produced for UK Multicentre

Research Ethics Committees (COREC, 2001), confor-

mity or near conformity to which is now required by

many UK medical ethics committees. We decided

against elaborating on the meaning of random alloca-

tion, for example by adding an analogy such as tossing a

coin. The results of a previous study indicated such

clarification was unnecessary (Kerr et al., in press).

Results

The results are summarised in Table 2, which suggests

the pattern of results is similar for the medical and legal

scenarios. In both cases, many participants thought the

doctor or lawyer could not be unsure, and a majority

thought it was unacceptable to suggest deciding by

chance. We checked these impressions with statistical

analyses.

Medical vs. legal scenarios. For none of the compar-

isons that follow were there differences between the two

scenarios, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the

unpaired difference between scenarios spanned zero in

all cases.

Acceptance of the possibility of uncertainty. For both

the medical and the legal scenarios, participants were

split as to whether or not the doctor/lawyer could be

completely unsure. In both cases CIs spanned 0.5:

medical scenario proportion ‘‘Yes’’=0.44, CI=0.30-
0.59; legal scenario proportion ‘‘Yes’’=0.56,

CI=0.41-0.70.
Suggesting deciding by chance. For both scenarios,

significantly fewer than half the participants judged

that it would be acceptable for the doctor/lawyer to

suggest deciding by chance when he or she was

completely unsure: medical scenario proportion

‘‘Yes’’=0.12, CI=0.05-0.26; legal scenario proportion
‘‘Yes’’=0.15, CI=0.07-0.28. A problem with inter-

preting this result is participants’ unwillingness to accept

that the doctor or lawyer could be completely uncertain;

some ‘‘No’’ responders might have been denying the

possibility of uncertainty rather than the acceptability of

suggesting deciding by chance. However, amongst the

subset of participants who accepted the possibility of

uncertainty, only 2 out of 18 judged that it would be

acceptable for the doctor to suggest deciding at chance,

and 5 out of 23 judged that it would be acceptable for

the lawyer to do so.

Qualitative data from interviews. The interviews

suggested that participants understood the scenario

and questions as intended. Comments about the legal

and medical scenarios were remarkably similar. Table 3

contains quotes from interview participants illustrating

the following themes. Some participants acknowledged
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Table 2

Study 1: Frequencies of yes and no answers

Question Medical

scenario

Legal scenario

Yes No Yes No

Can doctor/lawyer

be unsure?

18 23 23 18

Suggest deciding by

chance?

5 36 6 35
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individuals’ uncertainty while others assumed that even

if an individual did not know which course of action to

take, somebody else was likely to know. Others assumed

that a competent professional would or should know.

Only one of our 9 interviewees thought it acceptable to

suggest deciding by chance, the others found it

unacceptable.

Discussion

None of our results suggested that participants

thought about uncertainty any differently in the medical

and legal contexts, and in both cases around half denied

the possibility of individual equipoise. Given the

suggestion above that trialists may often have a

preference for one of the treatments, it could be argued

that our participants’ views were accurate. However, the

interviews provided no sign that participants accepted

collective equipoise and assumed individuals would have

different views within that. Rather, the comments

suggested that at least some participants assumed the

required knowledge would or should be available, and

the individual professional need only seek advice from

others to reduce his or her uncertainty. Although the

medical scenario stated that the two treatments had not

been compared, participants apparently often failed to

realise or accept the implications of the absence of

comparison.

Even more striking than the lack of acceptance of

individuals’ uncertainty was the view that it was not

acceptable for the uncertain doctor to suggest deciding

by chance. Our results indicate that potential trial

participants are unlikely to accept that mere uncertainty,

without any scientific context, provides sufficient

grounds for randomising. In Study 4 we checked on

this again in a slightly different way, by stating that the

imaginary patient was equally willing to receive either

treatment.

Study 2

In Study 2, we introduced a research context in which

two treatments were to be compared. We were interested

in whether, in the absence of any explanation or

justification for randomising, participants recognized

that random allocation has scientific benefits over

allowing patients and doctors to choose which treatment

to have. As in Study 1, we checked for context effects.

This time our comparison scenario involved two ways of

applying chemical treatment to sheep. Farmers could be

allocated one of the two methods at random, or could be

allowed to choose their method. The scientific benefits of
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Table 3

Study 1: Illustrative quotes from interviews (n ¼ 9)

Uncertainty (equipoise) Acknowledging uncertainty:

‘‘He’ll get results but he won’t necessarily get all the feedback to him, will he, of the

broader picture’’ (doctor)

‘‘Lawyers will never know everything, they will never know the entire story’’ (lawyer)

Uncertainty as ignorance:

‘‘If they don’t know they should send us to a specialistywho should provide that

information’’ (doctor)

‘‘I’d have thought if he was totally unsure why not refer to somebody who was sure about

what would be best for you?’’ (doctor)

Professionals should be certain:

‘‘They must know quite a bit about each oneythey should know which one would be best

in your circumstances’’ (doctor)

‘‘I wouldn’t think he would really be unsure about what’s best, that’s why you would go

to them wouldn’t you’’ (lawyer)

Deciding by chance (randomisation) Acceptable to decide by chance:

‘‘I think it’ll be all right to select at random seeing as they are both roughly the same sort

of treatment’’ (doctor)

Unacceptable to decide by chance:

‘‘I don’t think chance decisions should be made with your health’’ (doctor)

‘‘I think it would be pretty unprofessional, I mean he’s got other lawyers in his company

that can advisey I mean taking a chance is probably too much’’ (lawyer)
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random allocation might be less easily recognised in the

medical scenario, due to interference from the knowl-

edge that doctors and patients normally choose the

treatment that they think is most suitable.

Method

Design. Participants read both a clinical trial scenario

and a sheep dip scenario, with order of presentation

counterbalanced between subjects.

Participants. See Table 1.

Procedure. For the clinical trial scenario, participants

read: ‘Doctors sometimes have to make careful compar-

isons between two treatments in order to increase our

knowledge about which is the best one. Below is an

imaginary account of a typical comparison. We would

like your views about how this should be carried out.’

There followed the description of the two treatments, A

and B, for back pain used in Study 1. The proposed

study was then described: ‘Doctors want to compare the

two treatments in a scientific study. 500 patients with

pack pain have agreed to take part. Half will be given

treatment A and half will be given treatment B. This will

be decided randomly, for example the treatments would

be selected by using a computer which has no informa-

tion about the individual, i.e. by chance.’ Participants

were then asked ‘Once the study is done, how sure do

you think doctors would be about which is the better

treatment? Remember that treatments were allocated at

random and neither doctor nor patient could choose

which treatment a patient had.’ Participants judged

whether they thought doctors would be very sure (4),

fairly sure (3), fairly unsure (2) or very unsure (1), or

indicated that they did not know.

Next participants were asked ‘If instead, the doctor

and patient had chosen which treatment each patient

was given, how sure do you think doctors would be

about which is the better treatment?’ Participants judged

on the same scale as before.

The other scenario described scientists’ comparison

between two ways of preventing sheep from developing

infections. One involved dipping the sheep in a trough of

chemicals, and the other involved spraying the sheep

with the chemicals as they passed through a plastic

tunnel. Random allocation was described as in the trial

scenario and participants judged how sure scientists

would be at the end of the study about which treatment

was the better, using the same scales as for the trial

scenario. Finally, participants judged how sure the

scientists would be if farmers had chosen which

treatment to use on their farms.

Results

The results suggest that participants did not think that

randomisation offered any advantage in the clinical

context, though they may have done so in the context of

sheep: the mean certainty score (sd) for the clinical trial

scenario with random allocation was 2.74 (0.70), and

with patient choice was 2.74 (0.83). For the sheep dip

scenario the corresponding figures were 3.00 (0.63) and

2.62 (0.86). Statistical analysis confirms this impression.

The certainty scores (1–4) were analysed using ANOVA

with scenario (clinical trial or sheep dip) and allocation

method (random or choice) as repeated measures, and

order of scenarios (trial or sheep dip first) as a between

group factor. Participants who indicated they did not

know were omitted (n ¼ 4). There were no significant
main effects but the interaction between scenario and

method was significant: F(1,59)=9.86, p ¼ 0:003: This
was due to participants judging that with sheep

treatments, scientists would be more sure with rando-

misation than farmers’ choice, tð60Þ ¼ 2:646; unadjusted
p ¼ 0:01; but with medical treatments there was no
difference between judgements of how sure doctors

would be with randomisation or choice.

Qualitative data from interviews. Interviewees’ com-

ments gave some indication of what they thought about

the consequences of random allocation in comparison to

letting patients and doctors choose their treatment.

Table 4 contains illustrative quotes. A recurring theme

was the idea that more information is taken into account

with patient choice and so the outcome is likely to be

better than with random allocation. One participant

took the view that randomisation was no better than

patient choice at controlling important variables. Some

participants did however seem to judge that allocation

or response bias could be avoided with random

allocation.

Some comments about the sheep treatment scenario

were very similar to those given in connection with the

medical scenario: with choice, farmers could draw on

their knowledge in order to achieve a better result,

although as with the medical scenario, finding out which

treatment was better was confused with achieving a

better result for the individual sheep. With random

allocation while again there were concerns of lack of

control, some interviewees seemed to think this was less

of a problem with sheep than with people. Comments

about the sheep treatment scenario helped us interpret

the finding reported above, that randomisation was

judged to lead to greater certainty than allowing farmers

to choose. Unexpectedly, some interviewees assumed

that randomisation was the better method because if

farmers could choose, they would all choose the sheep

dip rather than the tunnel since they would then not

have to invest in new equipment (though there was no

information in the scenario to suggest this). There was

no indication that participants appreciated the scientific

reasons for randomising in the context of the sheep dip.

Implicit in two interviewees’ discussions about con-

trolling important variables was the idea of taking into
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account key characteristics such as age, sex, severity and

type of illness in assigning patients to treatment. The

acceptability of such a form of assignment is explored

further in Study 4.

Discussion

The results give no indication that participants appre-

ciated the scientific benefits of random allocation of

treatments in a clinical trial over patient choice. The most

common response was to judge that doctors would be

fairly sure which treatment was best with either method

(50% of participants judged in this way for patient choice,

and 46% did so for random allocation). Although the

statistical analysis suggested that the benefits of random

allocation were more likely to be appreciated for the sheep

treatment scenario, the data from the interviews did not

reveal understanding that random allocation avoids bias.

On the contrary, they alerted us to the possibility that the

result was due to participants making unforeseen assump-

tions about farmers’ choices, and we followed up this

possibility in Study 3.
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Table 4

Studies 2 and 3: Illustrative quotes from interviews (n ¼ 8; n ¼ 8)

Randomisation or deciding by chance Randomisation no better than patient choice:

[with randomisation or choice] ‘‘We don’t know if they are all suffering from the same

sort of back pain, there’s too many uncertaintiesyI just think that the findings would

be unreliable" (Study 2, medical)

[with randomisation or choice] ‘‘They are not all being kept in identical conditions so

there’s too many other variants that could affect the outcome of the testy I think you

need some control in there for the results to have any real bearing’’ (Study 2, sheep

treatment)

Randomisation can reduce bias:

‘‘You would get a good mixture’’ [but with choice] ‘‘That would be unsure because you

would get so many patients want to do it one way and so many patients do it the other

way, you wouldn’t get a good mixture of the treatments’’ (Study 2, medical)

‘‘You’re going to be very honest as to whether it’s worked or not’’ [but with choice]

‘‘Some people have expectations, great the doctor says I’m going to feel better so I feel

better now’’ (Study 2, medical)

Randomisation results in equal groups:

‘‘they are going to like have been tested themselves each in equal amounts’’ [but with

choice] ‘‘maybe one washing powder would have been chosen more than the other’’

(Study 3, washing powder)

Choice More information taken into account with choice than randomisation:

‘‘Because the Dr would know the patients’ situation, so he would be able to distinguish

which one of the two treatments would probably work better in that situation so he

would be able to clarify a bit more’’ (Study 3, medical)

‘‘They might have an understanding of what’s best for themy’’ (Study 2, sheep

treatment)

‘‘they know the situations don’t they soythey’d know which one would probably be

better for them’’ (Study 3, washing powder)

In light of no benefit from randomisation choice is better:

‘‘at least you have the choice. It’s better to have a choice than to have no choice at all’’

(Study 3, washing powder)

Differences between contexts Lack of variation or influence of sheep (Study 2)

‘‘Sheep are sheep at the end of the dayyI think because it is totally fifty-fifty on the

treatment they would be very sure what the outcome would be’’

Strong farmer preferences (Study 2)

‘‘I’m looking at sort of financial reasonsyto do things they have done in the pasty.

They might want to stick with the dip’’.
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Study 3

In this study we checked again on whether partici-

pants recognised the scientific benefits of random

allocation, and on whether or not there were context

effects.

Method

Participants. See Table 1.

Design and Procedure. The design and procedure were

the same as for Study 2 except that we replaced the

sheep treatment scenario with one involving a compar-

ison of two washing powders.

Results

The results suggest that participants saw no advan-

tage of randomisation in either context: for the clinical

trial scenario the mean certainty score (sd) with random

allocation was 2.95 (0.71), and with patient choice it was

3.10 (0.85). For the washing powder scenario the

corresponding figures were 2.97 (0.72) and 2.90 (0.83).

Statistical analysis confirms this impression. The cer-

tainty scores (1–4) were analysed using ANOVA with

scenario (clinical trial or washing powder) and alloca-

tion method (random or choice) as repeated measures,

and order of scenarios (trial or washing powder first) as

a between group factor. Participants who indicated they

did not know were omitted (n ¼ 5). There were no
significant main effects. The interaction between scenar-

io and method approached significance: F(1,56)=3.54,

p ¼ 0:065: If anything this reflected a different pattern
from the significant interaction found in Study 2: there

was a non-significant tendency for participants to give

higher certainty scores with patient choice in the clinical

scenario than in any of the other conditions.

Qualitative interview data. As in Study 2, the view that

more information is taken into account with patient

choice was voiced, though more interviewees in this

group felt that the methods were equivalent (either just

as sure or just as unsure with each). One participant

concluded that choice was more desirable. Two partici-

pants saw an advantage of randomising in that it

ensured equal-sized groups whereas choice might not,

but they saw no other benefit. Two other participants

raised the concern of response bias if patients/house-

holders chose and believed their choice to be better, but

no interviewees in this group considered randomisation

to be advantageous in reducing allocation bias. Most

participants judged the non-clinical scenario no differ-

ently from the clinical scenario. However, the washing

powder scenario gave rise to three discussions similar to

the two noted in Study 2 about key variables that might

influence the outcome, and should therefore be taken

into account, in this case age of washing machine,

number, age and occupation of members of the house-

hold.

Discussion

For the clinical trial scenario, the results confirm those

of Study 2: there was no sign that participants as a group

thought a more certain result would be achieved by

allocating treatments at random rather than by patient

choice. We had wondered if participants would find it

particularly hard to adopt a scientific perspective in a

clinical context, and might acknowledge the scientific

benefits of random allocation in a non-clinical context.

This proved not to be the case with the washing powder

scenario, in line with our suspicion that the quantitative

result from the sheep treatment scenario was not due to

understanding of the scientific benefits of randomisa-

tion.

Study 4

In our final study we clarified and built on our

previous results. In Study 1 around half our participants

were loath to accept that an individual doctor could be

in equipoise. Comments made in interviews suggested

that they sometimes assumed that a more expert

colleague would know which treatment was best (even

though it was stated that the treatments had not been

compared), so in Study 4 we excluded that possibility by

making explicit that there was no agreement amongst

experts.

We also included a new condition in which the

question about which treatment was best was the subject

of a research study. Participants might more readily

accept the possibility of equipoise in a research context

that makes it legitimate, as compared to a treatment

context in which uncertainty is perhaps an anomaly.

As in Study 1 we asked participants whether or not it

would be acceptable for a doctor to suggest deciding at

random which treatment to offer, but this time we stated

that the patient was willing to receive either treatment.

This wording avoided participants having to assume the

doctor was completely unsure. Participants might judge

random allocation to be more acceptable in a research

context, and to find out we compared a research with a

treatment context.

We built on the results of Studies 2 and 3 by

examining again participants’ recognition of the scien-

tific benefits of random allocation. This time we

compared their judgements of how sure experts would

be with random allocation, with judgements of how sure

they would be if matched groups were created. Com-

ments made in the interviews of Study 2 and 3 prompted

the creation of this new condition. Some interviewees

saw the need to take into account patient characteristics
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that might influence outcome. We wondered whether

participants would recognise the scientific benefits of a

design in which groups were deliberately matched on

certain characteristics. If so, would allocation to such

groups be judged acceptable even though, just as with

random allocation, doctor and patient would have no

control over the group to which a particular patient was

allocated?

Method

Design. There were 8 groups: participants received

either a back pain or an arthritis scenario, with either a

treatment or a research context, and with questions

about the knowledge gained with random allocation

either preceding or following questions about the

knowledge gained with matching.

Participants. See Table 1.

Procedure. Half the participants read a scenario

focused on two possible treatments for back pain as

used in Studies 1 and 2, and the other half read a

scenario focused on two possible treatments for arthritis.

One of the arthritis treatments involved taking two

tablets in the morning, and the other involved taking

one tablet in the morning and another in the evening.

For both the back pain and the arthritis treatments

participants were told, ‘‘The two treatments have not yet

been compared and there is no agreement amongst the

experts as to which one is better.’’ This was intended to

indicate a state of collective equipoise.

For the participants in the treatment context condi-

tions, the subsequent procedure was as follows. Parti-

cipants answered yes or no to the uncertainty question

‘‘Do you think the doctor could ever be completely

unsure about which of the two treatments is best, and

truly not prefer one treatment over the other?’’ This was

followed by the acceptability question ‘‘Suppose you

and your doctor agree that you would be equally willing

to receive either of the treatments, would it be

acceptable for the doctor to suggest deciding at

random?’’ (followed by clarification about allocating

by computer as in Study 1).

For participants in the research context conditions

these two questions were preceded by the statement

‘‘Your doctor asks if you would be willing to take part in

a study comparing the two treatments. 500 people with

arthritis/back pain will participate.’’ The uncertainty

question followed: ‘‘Do you think the doctor could ever

be completely unsure y.?’’ The acceptability question

was put within the context of the research study: ‘‘There

are two ways of carrying out a study like this. In the first

way you will be allocated to have one treatment, either

A or B, at randomy.’’

Following the acceptability question, participants

given the research context then answered an additional

question about the knowledge gained from the study: ‘‘If

they allocate 250 patients to each of the treatments at

random, once the study is done how sure do you think

the experts would be about which is the better

treatment?’’ As in Studies 2 and 3, participants gave a

rating from ‘very sure’ (4) to ‘very unsure’ (1), or

indicated that they did not know.

Participants given the research context also made

acceptability and knowledge judgements about a second

way of allocating treatments, by matching: ‘‘In the

second way your details will be given to the research

team who will ensure that the group of people receiving

treatment A and the group of people receiving treatment

B are well matched. They will allocate one treatment,

either A or B, to you. Neither you nor your doctor will

have any control over which treatment you receive.

Would it be acceptable for the doctor to suggest

deciding by matching?’’ Participants also judged how

sure experts would be at the end of the study, as for

random allocation. Half the research context partici-

pants made their judgements about acceptability of and
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Table 5

Study 4: Frequencies of yes and no answers to questions about uncertainty and acceptability of allocation methods forming basis of

comparisons

Question Treatment context

(N ¼ 41)
Research context

Yes No Asked about

randomisation first

(N ¼ 42)

Total including those asked

about matching first

(N ¼ 87)

Yes No Yes No

Can doctor be unsure? 18 23 23 19 46 40

Suggest deciding by chance? 10 30 18 23 42 41

Suggest deciding by

matching?

64 21

Note: Cells that do not add up to the sample size have missing data.
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knowledge gained from random allocation before their

judgements about the matched design, and half had the

reverse order.

Results

Table 5 shows the frequencies of yes and no answers

to the questions about the doctor’s uncertainty and

acceptability of random allocation or matching. The

table suggests that many participants in both the

research and the treatment contexts thought the doctor

could not be unsure, and many found it unacceptable for

the doctor to suggest deciding by chance. There is a hint

that randomisation may be less unacceptable in the

research context. We checked these impressions with

statistical analyses.

Acceptance of possibility of uncertainty in research and

treatment contexts. To compare views about partici-

pants’ acceptance of the possibility of uncertainty in

treatment and research contexts we included only

research context participants who had the random

method first, since random allocation was the only

method in the treatment context. In both the treatment

and the research scenarios, participants were split as to

whether or not the doctor could be completely unsure, in

both cases CIs spanned 0.5: treatment scenario propor-

tion ‘‘Yes’’=0.44 (CI=0.30-0.59); research scenario
(randomisation first) proportion ‘‘Yes’’=0.55

(CI=0.40-0.68). Participants found it no easier to
accept an individual doctor’s uncertainty in a research

than in a treatment context: CIs for unpaired differences

spanned zero in arthritis and back pain scenarios

considered separately, and for the two combined.

Acceptability of suggesting deciding by chance in

research and treatment contexts. Again we compared

the treatment context to the randomisation-first research

context. In the treatment context significantly fewer than

half the participants judged it acceptable for the doctor

to suggest deciding by chance: proportion ‘‘Yes’’=0.25

(CI=0.14-0.40). For the research context, participants
were more split: proportion ‘‘Yes’’=0.44 (CI=0.30-
0.59). However, CIs for unpaired differences between

treatment and research contexts spanned zero in

arthritis and back pain scenarios considered separately,

and for the two combined, providing no clear evidence

that the two contexts differed in the acceptability of

random allocation. Post hoc we included participants

who had the matched design first, and comparing this

larger sample of 83 for the research context with the

treatment context, did find randomisation to be more

acceptable in the research context (overall unpaired

difference 0.26, CI=0.07-0.41).
Acceptability of matching. Participants in the research

context made judgements about the acceptability of a

matched design as well as of randomisation. Thirty-four

participants found both allocation methods acceptable,

14 found neither acceptable, 26 found only matching

acceptable and 7 found only randomisation acceptable

(missing data N ¼ 6). Matching was judged more

acceptable than randomisation: paired difference 0.23

(CI=0.10-0.36).
Qualitative data about matching. Comments made in

the interviews indicate why participants judged match-

ing to be more acceptable than randomising. Thirteen

interviewees received the research context and so had the

opportunity to talk through their views about the

matched groups design. Only 4 of these appeared to

have interpreted the design as we intended, that is that

two matched groups would be created and neither

doctor nor patient would have control over the group to

which an individual patient was allocated. In contrast, 7

of our interviewees appeared to have interpreted the

design as matching treatments to patients, and 3 of these

judged matching to be more acceptable than random

allocation for that reason: ‘‘I think you’d have a better

success with this one, you and the doctor actually getting

together and deciding together if it could work for you’’

(note also the focus on individual treatment success

rather than gain in scientific knowledge); ‘‘Yes that’s

taking into account their medical history, their age,

weight whatever, everything you know as a doctor about

your patient and saying yes this probably would be the

best one.’’ For the remaining 2 of the 13, it was unclear

how they had interpreted matching.

Knowledge gained with randomising and matching.

Participants given the research context made judgements

about the knowledge gained with random allocation and

with matching. The mean certainty score (sd) with

random allocation was 2.64 (.74), and with matching it

was 2.77 (0.64). Certainty ratings (1–4) were analysed by

ANOVA, with design (random allocation vs. matching)

as a repeated measure and order (random or matching

first) as a between subjects variable. Participants who

judged that they did not know (n ¼ 15) were excluded
from this analysis. The ANOVA showed no significant

main effects or interactions. The results give no

indication that participants discriminated between ran-

dom allocation and matching in terms of the knowledge

derived from the study. For both methods, the majority

of participants judged that experts would be fairly sure:

46 out of 85 (54.1%) with randomisation and 54 out of

86 (62.8%) with matching. Note, though, that the

knowledge judgements need to be interpreted taking

into account the information mentioned above, that

some participants apparently treated the matching

design as equivalent to patient choice.

Discussion

We confirmed our previous finding that around half

the participants are loathe to accept that a doctor might

genuinely not know what treatment is best. In this study
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we made explicit that there was a state of collective

equipoise, and participants again remained split as to

whether or not an individual doctor could be in

equipoise. It made no difference when the state of

uncertainty was within a research context.

As in Study 1, more than half the participants thought

it unacceptable for the doctor to suggest deciding by

chance in a treatment context. There was a hint that

randomisation might be less unacceptable in a research

context, though even then only around half the

participants judged it to be acceptable.

As in Studies 2 and 3, participants seemed to be

insensitive to the advantages and disadvantages of

different allocation methods for achieving an advance

in knowledge. In Studies 2 and 3 they did not judge that

more knowledge would be derived from a study

involving random allocation than from one in which

patients chose their treatment. In Study 4 they judged

random allocation to be no more informative than

matching. At least some participants, though, appear to

have interpreted matching as being equivalent to patient

choice, so judgements about knowledge gained need to

be interpreted within that context.

The same proviso applies to the finding that

participants judged allocation to matched groups to be

significantly more acceptable than random allocation.

Although only a small sub-sample of the participants

talked through their answers for us, the high incidence

of clear misunderstanding of the matched design argues

against accepting the quantitative result at face value.

We strongly suspect that the higher acceptability ratings

difference can be accounted for by participants wrongly

assuming that treatments would be matched to patients’

needs.

This unexpected interpretation of the matched groups

design is itself of interest. It is in line with Appelbaum

et al’s (1987) argument, summarised in the introduction,

that trial participants are inclined to fall back on their

assumption that treatments are selected in accordance

with patients’ needs. Even though our scenario stated

‘‘Neither you nor your doctor will have any control over

which treatment you receive’’, some (but not all)

participants seemed to overlook this. We come full

circle: the very problem which prompted this research

intruded even when we encouraged participants to take

a scientific perspective on the trial, rather than the

perspective of a patient receiving treatment within the

trial.

Final discussion and conclusions

This research arose from the considerable body of

evidence that despite efforts to simplify language and

otherwise clarify trial information, participants in RCTs

seem still to be at risk of failing to grasp, or of losing

sight of, information that allocation to treatment arms is

at random, and about the initial state of equipoise. Our

results highlight three core issues that could be starting

points for misunderstanding:

First, many of our participants were reluctant to

accept that an individual clinician could be completely

unsure about which of two treatments was better. This

was apparent in Study 1 where participants made

judgements in a treatment (rather than a research)

context, and in Study 4 in which they made judgements

in both treatment and research contexts. Potential trial

recruits might find that proffered information about

equipoise conflicts with their belief that clinicians will

hold treatment preferences. Perhaps this belief is

accurate; perhaps many trialists do hold weak (or even

strong) treatment preferences within the context of

collective equipoise. But so far as we can ascertain,

statements of equipoise in trial information leaflets make

no distinction between collective and individual equi-

poise. Participants who are given the information that

‘‘doctors do not know which treatment is best’’ are

unlikely to work out for themselves that although

individual doctors may have preferences there is no

consensus view that one treatment is better than the

other. Further research might investigate what degree of

uncertainty amongst individual clinicians the lay public

is ready to accept in various clinical circumstances, and

whether people think an individual clinician’s preference

should be revealed and used as a potential basis for

treatment.

Second, participants often found it unacceptable for a

clinician to suggest deciding between treatments at

random. This was evident in Study 1, and in Study 4

when the patient was equally willing to receive either

treatment. Participants might have accepted that when

current knowledge gives no grounds for choosing

between treatments, and the patient has no preference,

nothing is lost if chance decides which one the patient

has. This view was certainly not prevalent.

Third, participants assumed that just as much knowl-

edge would be gained about which treatment is better if

patients and doctors chose their treatment, rather than if

treatments were allocated at random. We found this in

Studies 2 and 3. In Study 4 participants did not

discriminate between random allocation and a matched

design in terms of the knowledge gained, though the

matched design was sometimes misinterpreted as invol-

ving patient choice. These results reveal a clear

discrepancy between the assumption underlying trial

design, that randomisation maximises the knowledge

gained from the trial, and the assumption of many

participants that randomisation holds no scientific

advantage.

Taken together, these results render it unsurprising

that many recruits to RCTs apparently fail to make

sense of descriptive trial information about equipoise
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and randomisation. Importantly, even if potential

recruits did fully understand the initial state of collective

equipoise and the scientific rationale for randomising,

they might still have their own preferences for one

treatment and for this or other valid reasons choose not

to enter the trial. Furthermore, they might still think it

wrong to offer random allocation: understanding the

perspective of the trialists does not require accepting it

as valid. Even amongst clinicians whose understanding

is certainly not in doubt, different views are held about

the relative value of knowledge gained from randomised

and non-randomised trials (e.g. Abel & Koch, 1999;

Herman 1998; Pullman & Wang, 2001). Our results

suggest that clear, descriptive trial information may not

permit potential trial recruits to hold such an informed

view.

A next step is to ascertain the consequences of

providing potential recruits with an accessible explana-

tion of the scientific benefits of random allocation given

collective equipoise, and this is currently being investi-

gated. We also need to consider how far our results can

be generalised to potential recruits to real clinical trials.

Insofar as we diagnosed accurately the background

assumptions of our participants, we have a useful

picture of the assumptions that many potential trial

recruits could draw upon. If anything, our participants

had a better chance of reflecting from a scientific

perspective, given that they had no personal involve-

ment. Any mismatch between our participants’ assump-

tions and those underlying trial design is therefore

unlikely to be avoided in a real trial unless additional

explanatory information is provided. The consequences

of providing such information, though, may be different

in hypothetical studies and in real trial settings and it

may be at that point that particular caution needs to be

exercised in generalising from hypothetical studies.
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